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Under the support of Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Korea 
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Market in Seoul) every October since 2005. The primary objects of 

PAMS are revitalization of rational distribution and exportation to 
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Before After is divided into sections based on time. 
It shows the changes that occur before and after a 
devastating event. 
A time before and after is created after a tragic, 
irreversible event. What experiences do we go 
through that make us realize that an event has 
affected “our” lives? The play Before After begins by 
answering this question. 
The play uses a pivotal event in our society that 
intersects with before and after events that occur 
in different people’s lives. Moments in time are 
expressed using the theater’s emergency exit 
instructions, rap, a girl-group dance sequence, 
news broadcast, and real-time video. What happens 
as a point in “my” time on stage suddenly meets 
“your” space. 

Creative VaQi was established in 2007. They are a 
unique company that is willing to break down the 
boundaries of theater when the circumstances 
require. Their works often proceed not in the 
theater but in the spaces of everyday life.
VaQi's works clearly embody images of our era and 
appropriately pose questions. Their presentation 
of an issue does not merely remain on the level of 
an abstract and superficial humanistic and social 
thesis. Their works are always closely connected 
to specific elements of daily life, community, and 
the spaces where they actually develop. Prior to 
creating VaQi's works, actors and staff members all 
physically stay in the space, breathe in the space, 
and conduct long-term research. 

How do you feel about another's tragedy? Is it your pain?
Or is it just the pain of someone else?

Before After
Creative VaQi

15, Seongbuk-ro 23 gil, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

LEE, Hee-jin

82.10.9991.9173

producergroup.88@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 6
Staff : 9

DurATiOn
100min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 13m   Depth : 6m
Height : 3m

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

A chronicle that is very ordinary and yet political The 
father, who is a graduate of the Republic of Korea 
Field Artillery School, and fought in the Korean War 
as a corporal, is shedding tears in front of a boot 
camp. He is waiting for his youngest son who has 
just completed a four-week long boot camp before 
serving his military duty as a public officer. His older 
brother was a war veteran, and all his nephews and 
sons have already served the country as corporals. 
What was the reason behind his tears?

Chronicle of Alibis 
Dreamplay These21 

Documentary, Epic, Beyond Theater Encountering,
Oh My President?! 

Samseon-dong 3-ga, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

LEE, Si-eun

82.2.745.4566

momoplayer@empal.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 8
Staff : 17

DurATiOn
150min.
(including intermission 10 min.)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10m   Depth : 10m
Height : 4.5m

Dreamplay These21 is the project of Theater 
Company Dreamplay. Dreamplay These21 is new 
theater that goes beyond the drama to deal with 
the contemporary social, political, economic, 
and cultural problems. New theatrical writing, 
breaks down the borders between drama and 
reality, research of new documentary epic theater, 
extending theater to economics, sociology, politics, 
history and meta-humanities.  

Chronicle of Alibis  

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

1, Uijeong-ro, Uijeongbu-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic 
of Korea

CONTACT INFO  

PARK, Jung-hee

82.31.836.2993

artstagesan@gmail.com

Dallae Story is a non-verbal performance written 
and directed by JO, Hyun-san. It depicts the disaster 
of war, the importance of family, daily life, and 
peace through an innocent young child's eyes, in a 
fantasy-like fairy tale that people across generations 
and borders can enjoy.
It is a work that exemplifies the effective utilization 
of diverse mediums, including puppets, objects, 
theatrical movements, traditional Korean dance 
and music, shadow theatre, projection, and more. 
Above all, it invites the viewer to experience a new 
theatrical world through the delicate movements of 
the marionette, more delicate than a real human.

ArtStage SAN is a professional art troupe that seeks 
and experiments with new possibilities in puppet 
shows and its theatrical grammar, bringing puppets 
to life as actors on the stage. The troupe pursues 
new and more creative artworks through exchanges 
and cooperation across artistic media and genres.

Dallae Story
ArtStage SAN

Dallae's Story, far louder than words can speak - a fantasy 
drama that young Dallae dreams up in the midst of the
fire of war

TOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 5

DurATiOn
52min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10m   Depth : 8m
Height : 4m

Dallae Story

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Excuse me is based on writer KIM, Ae-ran's short 
story "No Knocking in This House" and has been 
adapted into a traditional Korean solo pansori 
performance. 
Excuse me tells the story of five women who come 
together in a boarding house after living their 
separate lives and gives a glimpse into the life of 
the modern-day person. These women live in an 
L-shaped boarding house and make efforts not 
to cross one other's' paths. The newest addition, 
Seung-ha, becomes suspicious of the women living 
next door, whom she has never met, after a series 
of minor and major incidents. However, it becomes 
apparent that, without even realizing it, she is living 
the same life as her neighbors. One day her shoes 
get stolen, so she secretly looks into the room next 
door...

excuse me
Pansori Project ZA

A short pansori production based on the tales
closest to our daily lives

9-1, Dangsan-ro, 18-gil, Yeongdeungpo-gu,
Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

YU, Hyun-jin

82.2.2677.5113

pansoriza@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 2
Staff : 6

DurATiOn
75min.
(including intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth : 6m
Height : 4m

Pansori Project ZA, headed by art director LEE, 
Ja-ram, consists of members LEE, Seung-hee, 
KIM, Hong-sik, LEE, Hyang-ha, SHIN, Seung-tae, 
and KIM, So-jin. The team creates and performs 
works in the pansori genre, a traditional Korean 
performing art with high artistic value, and shares 
this up close with the audience. ZA is dedicated to 
creating new performing arts works based on the 
style, aesthetic and descriptive aspects of the five 
epics of traditional pansori and other sources. 

Excuse me

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Factory girl is based on a short story written by YU, 
Jin-oh. The original text was published serially in a 
daily newspaper, the Chosun Ilbo, over 16 times in 
1931. Four actors dramatize the text as characters 
and narrators and form an ensemble with dancing 
movements and sound over representational 
acting. They also focus on Ok-soon's moments of 
struggle and inner conflict in her irrational working 
environment.

Yangson Project is a small theater group with 
three actors SON, Sang-kyu, YANG, Jo-ah and 
YANG, Jong-ook led by director PARK, Ji-hye. 
Every member makes decisions and shares in the 
intimate process of creation from beginning to end. 
Through the staging of novels and short stories, 
Yangson Project studies new theatrical languages, 
including narrative acting.
Yangson Project has toured China, Japan and 
France and performed at various theaters in Korea, 
including Doosan Art Center, Namsan Drama 
Center, and the National Theater of Korea.

Factory girl
Yangson Project

A sharp drama woven from the actors' bodies on
an empty stage

6-17, Hwarang-ro 32da-gil, Seongbuk-gu,
Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

YANG, Jong-ook

82.10.8874.6736

djaak1313@hotmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 4

DurATiOn
70min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth : 8m
Height : 4m

Factory girl

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

A project of Hamlet’s self-disruption, made by four 
Hamlets! 
Pansori Hamlet Project  is a work maximizing 
Hamlet’s agony by setting Hamlet’s self into four 
people. This work thoroughly shows the agony and 
alleviation process of a young person, who identifies 
his father’s undeserved death, and is a story of 
the true Hamlet that Hamlet himself is making. 
Hamlet’s long soliloquy consists of the dialogues 
of Hamlet, Ophelia’s conversation is composed 
of songs, and the scene of fighting with swords 
by Hamlet and Laertes, the last highlight of the 
pansori, consists of a vivid and tense pansori scene. 
Hamlet’s agony and the sense of weight that the 
original work has are revitalized, creating a sense 
of alleviation, and thus this pansori Hamlet shows 
Hamlet is no different from us.

TAROO is a performing arts group established 
in 2001 to make musicals with pansori-based 
traditional Korean music in combination with a 
range of arts in various genres. 
Armed with youthful senses, a sensitivity for 
the times and delightful wit, TAROO has been 
recognized for its popularity and artistic values 
based on their bold and novel artworks that can 
carry on the legacy of traditional pansori and 
communicate with people in contemporary society. 
TAROO aims to recreate traditional Korean music 
in accordance with modern sensibilities, and create 
its own unique performances as a leading brand 
performance in the Republic of Korea.  

Pansori hamlet Project 
TAROO 

The true Hamlet story with Hamlet’s monologue,
recreated with the highlights of Pansori!

B101 Bora B/D #40 Dangsan-dong 4ga, 
Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul

CONTACT INFO  

JEONG, Kyung-hwa

82.2.6481.1213

2001taroo@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 5
Staff : 12

DurATiOn
110min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth : 7m
Height : 4.4m

Pansori Hamlet Project 

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Under the series title Pansori Short Story and motto, 
“Pansori with a shorter, yet complete story”, JOO, 
Yo-seop's novels, An Ugly Thing and Murder, were 
infused to create Pansori Short Story I_The Ugly 
Thing/Murder.  Pansori Project ZA then went on to 
produce Stranger’s Song in May 2015.
Known as the maestro of South American literature 
with pieces, such as One Hundred Years of Solitude, 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez’s less familiar Bon Voyage, 
Mr.President! is the setting for Pansori Short Story 
II_Stranger’s Song,  which will be performed on 
stage by sorrikun LEE, Ja-ram, who is well known 
for her performances in Sacheon-ga and Ukchuk-ga.

Stranger’s Song 
Pansori Project ZA 

After collaborating with German writer, Bertolt Brecht,
LEE, Ja-ram's pansori now interprets the short story of Gabriel 
Garcia Marquez, the master of South American literature.

9-1, Dangsan-ro, 18-gil, Yeongdeungpo-gu,
Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

YU, Hyun-jin

82.10.4303.0414

pansoriza@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 3
Staff : 5

DurATiOn
85min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth : 6m
Height : 3m

Pansori Project ZA is an organization that creates 
and performs pieces structured around pansori. Its 
members include LEE, Seung-hee, KIM, Hong-sik, 
LEE, Hyang-ha, SHIN, Seung-tae and KIM, So-jin, 
headed by art director LEE, Ja-ram. 
‘ZA’ has been producing new performing arts 
pieces, including Sacheon-ga, Ukchuk-ga and 
Pansori Short Story Series, based on a blend of 
form, aesthetics, and narration of five traditional 
pansori pieces.

Stranger’s Song 

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

How do we prove that a person is alive? Pain felt 
in the skin when cut; the scream produced when 
bones shatter; the agony felt when the heart is 
being ripped apart—all paradoxically provide 
evidence that a person is alive. Inspired by the 
traditional Indian performance of Kutiyattam, the 
production Quartet on Pain  is a play that is set 
below an extremely restricted circular stage, and 
explores a life in which words are excised and a life 
that is accompanied by pure physically expressed 
pain. The story is structured around a dying whale 
that is trapped in endless suffering because of 
the words it has said and who grew up eating 
the sounds of suffering—Neokson, who wanders 
looking for the agonizing sounds of pain. The play 
illustrates a cycle as it shows that suffering, which 
is evidence of life, becomes sound, and that sound 
later becomes words, and those words again invoke 
suffering.

The Performance Group TUIDA is a performance 
group formed in 2001. Aiming to create an open, 
nature-friendly and evolving play, they are putting 
new plays out each year. Through an acting 
method combining the traditions of both Eastern 
and Western clowns, their play is interfused with 
fantastic and creative puppets, masks and music. 
Their unique signature is built upon continuous 
experiments and efforts in each play, and their 
Korean-yet-cosmopolitan style has earned high 
acclaim in Japan, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, the 
United States and Ireland through participation in 
numerous international festivals.
In June 2010, the members of the group and family 
moved their “Creative space” and “Living space” 
to an abandoned school in Hwacheon, Gangwon-
do, and are in the process of searching for new 
possibilities of theater in a regional area.

Quartet on Pain
Performance Group TUIDA 

Pain becomes sound, that sound later becomes words,
and those words again invoke pain.

274, Nosn-ro, Hwacheon-gun, Gangwon-do, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

LEE, Hee-jin

82.33.422.3881

producergroup.88@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 7
Staff : 5

DurATiOn
60min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth : 8m
Height : 4m

Quartet on Pain

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Korean words and Korean movement, new methods 
of interpretation, Korean version of Romeo and 
Juliet . On their wedding night, playing hide and 
seek under a big blanket, a bustling banquet makes 
a racket with dishes and bowls, a small drum and 
lantern dance, full of Korean transitional 'mise-en-
scéne’ uses five-color fabrics and props that cover 
the stage. Like the plaintive humming of a funeral 
ceremony, exuding music with traditional rhythms 
and tempos to revitalize the Korean identity. This 
production offers plenty of things to see, and 
demonstrates the aesthetic of traditional Korean 
theater.

Mokwha was founded in 1984 with a premiere 
production of Africa. Over the past three decades 
the company has dedicated itself to producing fifty 
plays by OH, Tae-suk including key works such 
as Lifecord, Intimacy Between Father and Son, 
Ch'unp'ung's Wife, Why did Shim Ch'ong Plunge 
into the Sea Twice?, Prisoner of Thousand Years, 
and Bicycle. Mokwha is a company that most vividly 
expresses Korea's colors, language, and cultural 
identity. Starting with a 1987 international tour 
to raise awareness of Korean culture and ethos 
through original productions, Mokhwa has steadily 
built a peerless reputation as an experimental 
group of cutting-edge theater.

Mokwha Repertory Company

TOur SiZe
Performers : 15
Staff : 3~7

DurATiOn
80min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10m   Depth : 10m
Height : 10m 3F 29 Dongsung-Gil Jongro-Gu Seoul Korea 03086

CONTACT INFO  

LEE, Byung-yong

82.2.745.3966~7

mokwha@aroong.com

Romeo & Juliet

romeo & Juliet
Falling in love is a sin.

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

The play was conceived from the question, "Isn't it 
possible to make a play with only the visual sense?" 
This is because people believe and expect that they 
can approach the essence of something by means 
of visual perceptions which are usually immediate 
and strong. The play consists of 15 individual 
episodes that contain discussions, examinations, 
and personal memories. The audience will rejoice 
at encountering a new conception of what seeing 
means.

The Theater Company Nolddang is an active 
energetic troupe that put a spotlight on relations, 
objects, and the world with their distinctive themes 
and theatrical approach. 
Their play is a mixture of real and imaginary 
elements that serves as an unforgettable 
experience which many critics have cited. 
One critic has said, “She leads us to see the 
delusion and false images that contemporary 
capitalism generates by minutely focusing on the 
cracks and alienation in the hidden side of our 
everyday lives.”

See
Theater Company Nolddang 

A bust symposium of composition where people use only the 
verb “SEE”.

149 Samsun-dong 2ga Seongbuk-gu (136-042)

CONTACT INFO  

PARK, Yoon-seo

82.10.8432.1117

wintertr@hanmail.netTOur SiZe
Performers : 8
Staff : 4

DurATiOn
80min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 13m   Depth : 10m
Height : 4m

SEE

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Year 2015, why is Shim-Ch'ong plunging into the sea 
again? 
A jarring revision of the legend of a filial daughter 
who volunteers to drown herself in return for the 
restoration of her blind father's sight. In OH, Tae-
suk's violent retelling, the daughter, Shim-Ch'ong, 
is abruptly placed in a seamy modern underworld 
of thieves, pimps, and prostitutes, where her plunge 
in the sea no longer offers hope of redemption but 
serves rather as a moving reminder of the fragility of 
goodness in contemporary society. There is a young 
man named CHUNG, Sae-myung, whose heart of 
compassion towards others is a character trait hardly 
found these days. The audience enjoys the theatrical 
entertainment that the director brings through humor 
and satire embedded in the struggle of the young 
man, but ends up empathizing with him. There really 
is nothing to laugh about, but it leaks out anyway and 
you feel the chill clawing in the back of your neck!

Why Did Shim-Ch’ong Plunge 
into the Sea Twice?

Mokwha Repertory Company 

Shim-Ch'ong who made her father's vision return to him, 
plunged herself into the deep water again to save the world.

3Floor, Dongsunggil 29 Jongrogu Seoul, 110-809

CONTACT INFO  

JEONG, Jee-young

82.2.745.3966

mokwha@aroong.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 22
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
90min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth : 8m
Height : 5m

The Mokhwa ("Raw Cotton") Repertory Company (MRC) 
is led by playwright/director OH, Tae-suk, who has 
established a unique world of theatre since 1967. The 
MRC was founded in 1984 with a premiere production 
of Africa. Over the past two decades the company has 
been steadfastly dedicated to creating fifty plays by 
OH, Tae-suk including MRC’s representative works 
such as Lifecord, Intimacy Between Father and Son, 
Ch’unp’ung’s Wife, Why Did Shim-Ch’ong Plunge 
into the Sea Twice?, Prisoner of Thousand Years, and 
Bicycle.  
MRC is a theatre company that expresses most vividly 
the Korean colors, language, and cultural identity. 
Starting with a 1987 international tour, it has performed 
in various countries including Germany, Japan, and the 
USA, helping raise awareness of the Korean culture 
and ethos through original theatre works. In Korea, the 
company has built its peerless reputation as a cutting-
edge experimental theatre group.  

Why Did Shim-Ch’ong Plunge into the Sea Twice?

TheATer
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

The “GROUND ZERO Project” is a multi-genre 
art group led by choreographer GEON, Hyauk-jin. 
With a focus on contemporary dance, the project 
engages in collaborations with artists in various 
fields including interactive art, string quintets, 
installation art, and film and has staged successful 
performances in Korea, Japan, and Europe.
The group presents joint projects with artists in 
a wide variety of genres including contemporary 
dance, interactive art, installation art, and film. It 
approaches subjects that address contemporary 
concerns from diverse perspectives and presents 
works that stimulate contemporary sensibilities 
through their unique and witty dramatizations and 
use of dynamic techniques.

Agape
GROUND ZERO Project 

Mise-en-scène using the semiotic symbolism of the body 
and the iconography of medieval painting! 

3F, Banpo 4-DONG, Seocho-GU, SEOUL KOREA

CONTACT INFO  

GEON, Hyauk-jin

82.10.3745.5937

groundzeroject@hotmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 8

DurATiOn
60min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 12m   Depth : 22m
Height : 7m

DAnCe

This work presents the motif of agape, the absolute 
and complete love of God toward mankind, through 
mise-en-scène created using a variety of objets 
d'art and stage art. The artist uses a language of 
performance that deploys the semiotic symbolism 
of the human body to reflect on the sinful nature of 
mankind and its desire for a transcendental being.  
Appropriating the iconography, symbolism, and 
the arrangement of the body and images found in 
medieval painting, the artist attempts to transform 
the planar composition of painting into three-
dimensional space. A new aesthetic is derived by 
converting pictorial images that used to exist in a 
fixed, planar frame into an eventful, temporal art 
form with performative and site-specific elements.
The weighty themes inherent in medieval art - 
humanity’s desires, its fallen state, and the hope 
of salvation - are pursued through the meditations 
of the individual artist, yielding art that is both 
personal and representative of the yearnings of our 
contemporary era. 

Agape

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

How much can be relayed to the audience with only 
the body? We attempt to communicate with the 
audience through our "ambiguous dance." If we are 
successful, the performance will be in a state of 
flux. Body Concert aims to thrill. 
Body Concert was created in 2010. In the process 
of creation, Artistic Director KIM, Bo-ram focused 
on defining the essence of Ambiguous Dance 
Company's own movements. Body Concert 
premiered at the Critics' Choice Awards in 2010 
and won Best Performance Award at the Seoul 
Performing Arts Festival in the same year. 
Ambiguous Dance Company has gone on to receive 
attention in the contemporary dance scene in Seoul. 
Body Concert  was also performed at the 2012 
International Modern Dance Festival and the 2015 
ASAC Body Language Festival. 

Ambiguous Dance Company was founded by 
KIM, Bo-ram (Artistic Director) together with 
JANG, Kung-min (Representative) in 2008. Their 
fundamental focus has been on delivering artistic 
messages, or signification, as well as conveying 
how dance and music can be the most beautiful and 
pure languages in human society.
Ambiguous Dance Company has been invited to 
numerous dance festivals in South Korea and also 
in other countries, winning various awards. In 2015, 
Ambiguous Dance Company became a resident 
company of Ansan Arts Center. Their latest creation, 
The Gift (2015) was made in collaboration with 
Gunpo Prime Philharmonic Orchestra and film-
maker SHIN, Jae-hee. It was nominated as the Best 
Collection of the Year. 

Body Concert
Ambiguous Dance Company

Feel the energy and passion of Ambiguous Dancer 
Company's quintessential contemporary dance show

2F, 16-6, Mokdongjungangnam-ro 5-gil, 
Yangcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

PARK, Yu-na

82.10.9636.9831

ambiguousdance2014@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 7
Staff : 1

DurATiOn
40min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 14.6m   Depth : 21.8m
Height : 7.8m

Body Concert

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

DAnCe
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

Is bowing merely a gesture of welcome or is there 
a deeper meaning behind it? Bow centers on a 
widespread gesture in Eastern culture, an act 
full of beauty that shows politeness and respect. 
Bowing is also a reflection of hierarchy, as its angle 
depends on one's social position. In a performance 
of deconstruction, the dancers repeat the ritual ad 
nauseam, turning it into an onerous burden and 
thus questioning its raison d'ê  tre outrageous thing 
to do in East Asia. 

After serving as a choreographer and dancer in 
residence for TAM Dance Company from 1981 
to 1998, Mi-sook created her own company 
Playing a pivotal role in Korean contemporary 
dance for the past decades, she has steered 
and pushed boundaries of the concept of dance  
our time, boasting bold yet delicate presence 
as internationally recognized contemporary 
choreographer. She won a number of prestigious 
awards from various competitions and was the 
International Modern Dance (1998, New York). 

Bow
Jeon Mi-sook Dance Company

Is bowing merely a gesture of welcome or is there
a deeper meaning behind it?

2F, 23 Sinchon-ro 12na-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 
Republic of Korea

CONTACT INFO  

GWAK, Ah-ram

82.2.3216.1185

ahram.gwak@sidance.orgTOur SiZe
Performers : 10
Staff : 4

DurATiOn
35min.
(including intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 12m 
Depth : 10m

Bow

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

DAnCe
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

Dance, She... Crazy.
I wish to dance like crazy.
No crazy, no reach. We cannot catch it without 
immersion.
The world is crazy and all of us are getting insane.
I might go crazy if I stop dancing.
I must be in motion, not to go crazy. I must dance 
like crazy.

In 2012, the contemporary dancer and choreographer 
CHA, Jin-yeob, founded Collective A as an 
interdisciplinary dance performance group, 
aiming to expand on her previous experiences of 
collaborative work with other artists and pioneer a 
new language of art. The inception of the company 
was Jin-yeob's quest to put a spin on existing ideas 
and art forms, and to bring about new experiences 
and discoveries for creators, dancers, and audience 
members through collaboration with artists from 
a variety of fields, Ultimately, Collective A aims to 
challenge the barriers between fine and popular 
arts, and to show the true values of interdisciplinary 
arts as a holistic performing art form.

Dance, She...Crazy. 
Collective A 

Must Go Crazy to Be Crazy 
The one and only contemporary dancer and choreographer 
CHA, Jin-yeob's solo performance

140-887 Hannam-dong 657-119 No 101,
Yongsan-gu, Seoul-Korea

CONTACT INFO  

Susanna CHOI

82.10.4370.4331

susschoi@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 2
Staff : 4

DurATiOn
60min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10m   Depth : 10m
Height : 5m

Dance, She...Crazy. 

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

DAnCe
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

The exquisite beauty of traditional Korean 
dance comes from the charming curves and the 
movements of the inner breath. The fascination of 
Western dance is its extroverted, straightforward, 
and expressive features. These characteristics are 
well illustrated also in music. In traditional Korean 
music, the beat resonates fully with a rhythmic note. 
The beat in Western music is more short-lived, 
clearer, and melodic. Interpreting traditional Korean 
music using the analytical method of Western 
music, the choreographer carefully assembles 
movements that represent traditional Korean 
dance. Immixture, composed of six scenes, creates 
"visually perceptible music" by placing delicate 
and continuous traditional dance movements 
with distinctively different rhythms and dynamics. 
Performed as a work in progress at SIDance 
2014, Immixture underwent continuous polishing 
and refining, and the final version successfully 
premiered at Theatre National de Chaillot in Paris 
in June 2016. 

immixture
Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group

Dance and music from the West and the East,
the immixture of the two from heterogeneous origins!

Company : #211, 2374 Nambusunhwan-ro, 
Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea 
International Relations : 2F, 23, Sinchon-ro 12na-
gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea (121-807) 

CONTACT INFO  

LEE, Ju-hee

82.2.3216.1185

ssapickup@naver.com
TOur SiZe
Performers : 5
Staff : 3

DurATiOn
55min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10~12m
Depth : 10~12m

Sungsoo Ahn Pick-up Group was originally 
created in New York by AHN, Sung-soo, who 
studied journalism and film before becoming a 
choreographer. The Group was re-established in 
Seoul in 1998. Each of Ahn's works has received 
much attention and won many awards at home and 
abroad, which only makes it harder to believe that 
Ahn began his career as a choreographer in his 
later years. Most notably, Bolero was nominated 
as a finalist for Best Performance at Benois de la 
Danse in 2006.
The choreographer has picked out outstanding 
dancers from various dance genres, such as 
Korean traditional dance, hip hop, and K-Pop, and 
introduced them to training based on neutralization 
of the body; he continues to create new works 
with them. His works today focus on new forms of 
artistic beauty discovered by organically combining 
the techniques and perspectives of East and West.

Immixture

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

DAnCe
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

Jimmy & Jack , performed by JJbro, won a 
unanimous Jury Prize at the 2014 Seoul Dance 
Collection. Jimmy & Jack features the unique wit 
and characteristic philosophy of the two dancers, 
JUN, Heung-ryeol and PYO, Sang-man. The piece 
is dedicated to people who are hidden and afraid of 
coming forward, simply because they are different 
from others. In the show, the two dancers become 
more and more honest to themselves, and discover 
their true selves and value. Jimmy & Jack  was 
presented at the 2015 Fukuoka Fringe Festival in 
Japan and International Comic Dance Festival in 
June. It was chosen for 2015 PAMS choice.

Contemporary Dance Company JJbro is a 
collaboration of two dancers/choreographers 
JUN, Heung-ryeol and PYO, Sang-man. With the 
perspective and sensitivity of a boy, JJbro observes 
and interprets all phenomena of the present age, 
and brings up diverse talking points for solutions. 
The company aims to aggressively interact with 
today’s world by presenting and challenging various 
expressive methods that are not bounded by 
modern dance. 

Jimmy & Jack 
JJbro

We are not wrong, just different…

7-7 4F, 402, Seokchon-dong, Songpa-gu,
Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

PYO, Sang-man

82.2.3216.1185

jjbro8084@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 2
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
20min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 12m   Depth : 10m
Height : 5m

Jimmy & Jack 
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

Aggression, a primordial instinct, stays inside us 
and continuously needs an exit. Sports have been 
developed to release our violent urges. This piece 
embodies the symbolic meaning of sports by 
utilizing harmonious images of rhythm, movements 
and space.

JuDO
Bereishit Dance Company

A new combination of sports and dance

25-1, Jinheung-ro 19-gil Eunpyeong-gu, KR-122-
847 Seoul Korea, Republic.

CONTACT INFO  

PARK, Soon-ho

82.10.4789.3898

2673898@hanmail.netTOur SiZe
Performers : 11
Staff : 4

DurATiOn
30min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 13m   Depth : 13m
Height : 6m

Founded in 2000 by choreographer PARK, Soon-
ho, Bereishit is a Seoul-based dance company 
that approaches Korean traditional culture from a 
contemporary standpoint, maintaining fundamental 
values as opposed to simply borrowing from or 
transforming them. Their work also explores issues 
of identity and transformation, and delves into 
multimedia, street dance, community dance work, 
and real time interactive demonstrations. They 
display an amazing sensitivity towards space and 
rhythms, and performances are always delivered 
with kinesthetic clarity and power. 
Bereishit is the one of most popular Korean dance 
companies in major international dance festivals 
and venues, such as Jacob's Pillow Festival, 
the International Tanzmesse rw in Germany, 
the Festival International Cevantino in Mexico, 
and many events in the United Kingdom, Brazil, 
Uruguay, and India. 

JUDO

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

New Monster surveys the world by placing figures 
from Korean mythology, namely, a man, a fairy 
and a monster, into a modern landscape. The 
performance attempts to turn the characters into 
three dancers with their own points of view, in order 
to examine how the body is re-contextualized by 
the roles and meanings given by society, and how 
their bodies are rendered in the borders between 
collectivity and individuality, tradition and modernity, 
humanbeing and animal, and man and woman. New 
Monster spans the spectrum from a contemporary 
aesthetic to myth-inspired theatricality, with its 
overarching poetry only becoming apparent at the 
end.

Jeeae Lim comes from a traditional Korean 
dance background, and has been working on the 
relationship between the notion of tradition and 
contemporary in dance. She completed her M.A. in 
choreography solo/Dance/Authorship at HZT/UdK 
in Berlin. Lim was a choreographer-in-residence at 
K3 t Centre for Choreography | Tanzplan Hamburg 
2013/14 and a visiting fellow with the Saison 
Foundation in Tokyo in 2014 and Korea National 
Contemporary Dance Company in 2015. Her works 
have been presented at various international 
festivals.
Her artistic practice looks at the body as a moving 
archive, exploring her own response to cultural 
traditions and the established dance history 
in relation to its customary conventions and 
stereotypes.

new Monster
Jeeae Lim

Watching New Monster is like unwrapping a present
and not wanting to rip the paper

Bismarckstr. 38 10627 Berlin, Germany

CONTACT INFO  

Jeeae Lim

49.30.3060.4142

jeeaelim@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 3
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
40min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10m   Depth : 9m
Height : 6m

New Monster
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

Rest  displays the burnout and fatigue from the 
image of a ball restlessly moving and bouncing, and 
shows the desperate need for rest and the following 
sense of a void. This show maximizes the use of 
body energy by using the image of a ball which 
has a flexible and organic way of moving. Since 
the premiere in 2011, Rest was introduced at the 
2013 NUS Arts Festival in Singapore, 2014 World of 
Dance in Belgium, 2014 Rue Dance in Congo and 
2015 Grec Festival in Barcelona. It was invited by 
not only the Spanish Outdoor Festival Association 
“Acieloabierto”, but also performed in 3 outdoor 
festivals: Trayectos in Zaragoza, Lekuz Leku in 
Bilbao, and Corpo (a) terra in Ourense. 
Also they received the best performer prize from 
MASDANZA 2015. Recently it was presented at the 
Tanzmesse 2016, Dusseldorf, Germany and invited 
to the 8/F Platform X Festival, Hong Kong (2016), 
Fabbrica Europa, Florence, Italy (2015), Lekuz Leku, 
Rue Dance Congo, Brazzaville, Congo (2014), the 
Belgium Dance Bienale and Pays de danse, Liège 
Theater, Belgium (2014).

After finishing at the Seoul Institute of the Arts in 
2004, LEE, Jae-young graduated from Hansung 
University majoring in Dance and Choreography. As 
one of the best dancers with vigorous expressions 
and dance techniques, he has steadily developed 
his career and expanded his activities in both the 
local and international fields. He is interested in 
making movements that accentuate the unique 
texture of the body and in working in collaboration 
with other artists from theater, music and mime. 
He established his own dance company ‘Company 
SIGA’ in 2013. In his pursuit of expanding the area of 
contemporary dance and the arts, he continues to 
experiment and challenge boundaries by combining 
different arts and dances. LEE, Jae-young is 
simultaneously working as a member of MOVER 
and actively involved in various fields of dance 
including Hip Hop among others.

rest 
Company SIGA 

A ball restlessly bouncing off the ground. The ceaselessly 
surging energy of the body. They are both now easing 
towards rest.

2F, 23, Sinchon-ro 12na-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
(121-807), South Korea

CONTACT INFO  

GWAK, Ah-ram

82.2.3216.1185

ahram.gwak@sidance.org TOur SiZe
Performers : 2
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
20min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m
Depth : 10m

Rest 
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INTRODUCTION
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

Every moving and breathing creature takes form 
as a rhythm, a movement, and an expression of 
dance. Nevertheless, we fail to recognize that 
what we declare as “beating to our own drum,” 
on the whole, gets lost in the rhythm of society. 
Fortunately, we humans can seek to rediscover 
our own rhythms within us once again. With this in 
mind, the choreographer sought to tell a story of 
the difficulty and beauty of acknowledging freedom 
of expression. Moreover, as a message of vitality, 
this performance speaks to the essential nature of 
dance and its ubiquitous presence in our lives. 

The Ambiguous Dance Company imparts the 
meaning that Dance is the most basic and honest 
communication tool. And we are focusing not only 
to deliver artistic message or signification, but also 
to convey what dance and music can be the most 
beautiful and honest language in the human society 
through the body. The Ambiguous Dance Company 
has a lot of experience with touring performances1) 
and has also won various awards.

List of Performances
• UlToDangTo (2016), Linguistics (2016),
 Ambiguous Night (2016)
• The Gift (2015), Living The Good Life (2015)
• Rhythm of Human (2013) 
• Coexistence (2012), Mistake (2012), Body Concert (2012)
• Touch season1, "Plank time" (2011), Reality (2011), 
• Preposterous Season1, "Soul" (2009), Preposterous 
• Season2, “Language” (2009) 

rhythm of human 
Ambiguous Dance Company 

All human beings live while dancing! 

2F, 16-6, Mokdongjungangnam-ro 5-gil, 
Yangcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

PARK, Yu-na

82.10.9636.9831

ambiguousdance2014@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 5
Staff : 3

DurATiOn
50~60min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 11m   Depth : 10m
Height : 5m

Rhythm of Human 
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INTRODUCTION
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

Soul Piercing is based on careful observation of the 
dilemmas and contradictions arising from death 
while peeking into the traditional funeral scene. The 
piece depicts the chaos of the dead and the living 
wandering around the boundary called death with 
extreme humor and playful imagination. The piece 
shows the strong will and struggle to transcend the 
unbearable chaos and frustration that death brings 
us without losing a positive perspective.

Bewitching people with unusual strength and 
skills, playing mischievous tricks, and showing 
perverse behavior: the traditional Korean monster, 
the goblin, is the symbol of Goblin Party, a theater 
company performing nationally and internationally 
since their foundation in 2007. Goblin Party places 
emphasis on communication and is interested 
in making a piece that will extend the audiences’ 
vision. 

Soul Piercing 
Goblin Party 

Playful chaos between the dead and the living presented over 
the board of a wooden coffin

Samsung Villa Ga-102, 1257-10, Gaepo-dong, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea (135-260)

CONTACT INFO  

LIM, Jin-ho

82.10.8843.0248

goblinpartykorea@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
40min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10m
Depth : 10m

Soul Piercing 
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COMPANY 
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Tail language 
Art Project BORA 

Tail Language is satirizing hypocritical culturalism 
and the analytical errors of human language 
through movements that are motivated by the 
symbolic system of tail language and gestures of 
animals in our imagination. It aims to break away 
from the body and language through a process of 
dismantling and recombining from structural and 
semiotic movements such as those of lines and 
planes, or the intersection of lines and shapes.
This work is a process that reveals the language 
of the body, which is more primitive and lucid than 
text and words. It is a small but important attempt 
to discover ‘Truth’ on the opposite side of social 
dialogue and relationships concealed by hypocrisy 
and superficial intellectualism. 

Art Project BORA is based on contemporary dance, 
film, performing arts, music, and fashion, and 
accommodates a variety of genres in their artwork. 
Through these fields, they focus on finding the 
various facets of unique expressive languages. It is 
a group that leads in the field of experimental work 
through the exchange of different genres.
Not only limited to having their performance in 
confined spaces such as theaters, they attempt to 
find various methods to connect with the audience 
through breaking down the barriers of genres and 
space conceptualization. It is a group that focuses 
on stimulating the senses of the audience through 
their creative and witty choreography.
They have been active domestically in South Korea, 
as well as internationally, in countries such as 
Japan, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, Finland, 
Slovenia, Germany, Austria, Mexico, and Italy.

Tail Language satirizes the hypocritical culturalism and the 
analytical errors of human language through movements 
that are motivated by the symbolic system of tail language 
and gestures from animals in our imagination. 

#303, Seungbang7gil 30, Kwanak, Seoul

CONTACT INFO  

LEE, Mi-jin

82.10.5030.8358

choreobora@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 10
Staff : 4

DurATiOn
40min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 11m   Depth : 13m
Height : 6m

Tail Language 

DAnCe
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Shofar
Danpyunsun and the Sailors 

The truly powerful yet sorrowful - music that evolves into iron 
and wood: Danpyunsun & the Sailors

Shofar is the second album of Danpyunsun and the 
Sailors, a four-member band, as well as the title of 
the album’s showcase, held at the KT&G Sangsang 
Madang Concert hall in Hongdae. The musical 
performance of Danpyunsun and the Sailors is 
based on “sophisticated violence”. Their record is 
great but they can shine even better on the stage 
where they growl, roar and run around all the time.
In the live show, their songs are backed by acoustic 
instruments mainly consisting of wood and iron 
rather than using electronic sound effects. Every 
time they play, those instruments reach such a 
record high sound potential that they have made a 
huge impression on the audience.

Danpyunsun & the Sailors is a four-piece group 
that was formed in 2013, with veteran folk musician 
Hoegidong Danpyunsun at the center. The 
members, whose resumes cover a diverse range of 
musical backgrounds from classical and jazz to folk 
pop and experimental rock, continue to push for 
a new contemporary sound with a mixture of both 
Eastern and Western influences.

Booyoung Green Town 1-2004Ho, Mok 5-dong, 
Yangcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea (158-731)

CONTACT INFO  

KANG, Jin-won

82.10.5108.7631

danpyunsunandthesailors@gmail.com
MuSiC

TOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
60min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10~30m
(adjustable)

Shofar
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Beasohn
BARAJI

Embrace today with the dignity and thrill of
traditional music!

It has long been a tradition for mothers in Korea 
to pray to the gods for their families’ well-being, 
offering a bowl of fresh water as ritual food. 
“May flowers bloom from our precious family’s 
footprints and sweet scents radiate from their 
words. May we be as pure as cool water and always 
take the straight and narrow path”. 
How wonderful would it be if everyone lived 
according to the heartfelt wishes of our mothers? 
BARAJI wants to portray a mother’s never-ending 
love and devotion through our music. We want to 
extend a mother’s love for her family to those who 
are weary and burdened from this world so that 
they may be comforted.   

Baraji is a pure Korean word that refers to 
the heartfelt care given to a person through 
unconditional support. In traditional Korean 
music, baraji refers to the impromptu singing by 
accompanists that adds harmony to the lead vocal 
and enhances the colors of the music. 
The BARAJI music group was born to pay homage 
to baraji and to share the beauty of baraji with the 
world through baraji-style music. The BARAJI strives 
to identify impacting elements for interaction with 
contemporary audiences that exist in various genres 
of traditional music including vocal, percussion, 
instrumental and theatrical music. 

36, Inheon 1da-gil, Gwanak-gu, Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

WON, Na-kyung

82.10.8899.1199

baraji04@naver.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 6~8
Staff : 2~3

DurATiOn
80min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 9m
Depth : 7m

Beasohn
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Mask Dance 
Black String 

Borderless Contemporary Music
from Korea

What Black String have achieved remarkably on this 
project, Mask Dance, is to extend the tonal palette 
of the traditional instruments, the range of colours 
and timbres, which is all quite mesmerising. In 
Flowing Floating, inspired by Esbjörn Svensson 
Trio's version of The Face Of Love, Heo creates a 
drone sound by using the combination of bow and 
loop pedal. In Mask Dance, Lee experiments with 
the unvoiced breath on the daegeum, producing 
a sound which is both contemporary and visceral. 
Jean Oh brings a whole range of guitar-sourced 
sounds and pure electronic sounds, notably 
atmospheric popping sounds like falling raindrops 
at the start and the conclusion of Growth Ring. Heo 
uses the bow again towards the end of Strangeness 
Moon to create unforgettable other-worldly 
harmonics on the borders of spiritual silence. 

Black String, based on Korean traditional music 
and improvisational kinds of jazz music, attempts 
to create a unique language through Asian intuition 
and musical idiom. Black String aims to seek a 
new sound that can internalize a variety of musical 
expressions in traditional music, as well as 
harmonize with other expressions in world music. 
They were founded in 2011 by a Korea-UK cultural 
exchange program titled the UK Connection 
project and have been performing at the Jarasum 
International Jazz Festival (South Korea) and 
London Jazz Festival (UK) collaborating with the 
UK artists Tim Garland, John Turville, Asaf Sirkis 
and Gwilym Simcock, and they are performing at 
many more world renowned festivals and venues. 
The amplified and bursting sound of Geomun-go, a 
fierce quake of Korean traditional percussion, and 
unpredictable melody of jazz guitar will captive all of 
your senses.

158-3, Wonseo-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

Marie OH

82.31.582.8138

marie@jarasumjazz.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
80min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 12m
Depth : 7m

Mask Dance 
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Bari, abandoned 
Han Seung Seok & Jung Jaeil 

The elegant combination of Korean pansori and piano 
portrays abandonment, forsakenness, forgiveness, and 
salvation!

Korea’s representative myth of a female, The Tale 
of Princess Bari, has been recreated in a modern 
context as a world music project under the name 
Bari, abandoned, which has been brought to life by 
the lyrics of playwright, PAI, Sam-shik, the vocals of 
Han Seung Seok, and the rendition of Jung jaeil. The 
cohesion of pansori and piano projects the life at the 
time of the Bari Mythology, by expressing a message 
of salvation and solace to the contemporaries’ life, 
which has been filled with conflict, division, isolation 
and hurt. Musically, pansori combined with piano 
and other traditional and modern instruments, 
such as guitar, bass, orchestration, computer 
programming, janggo, kwaenggari, jing, piri, and 
taepyongso bring together an alluring melody that 
is beyond just the simple infusion of Western and 
Eastern sounds.
Han Seung Seok & Jung jaeil’s Bari, abandoned 
has won Best Crossover Album in ‘The Best Jazz/
Crossover Category’ at the 12th Annual Korean 
Music Awards in 2015, and it was also officially 
invited to the 50th Montreux Jazz Festival, one of the 
most prestigious music festivals in the industry.

Han Seung Seok has done extensive research into 
pansori and other traditional Korean music. He 
strongly believes and lives by his human values and 
carefully considers the nature of music and how 
it should be performed. Currently a professor in 
Joongang University’s Traditional Arts Department, 
Han possesses a soft, yet at the same time, plaintive 
and powerful charisma in his voice. Emerging as a 
gifted child into a multi-talented artist, Jung Jaeil 
is a former member of the group “GIGS” and a 
producer for top artists, movies and performances. 
He has organized exhibitions, fusing music with 
performance, and continues to expand into various 
fields related to music.

2F, 23 Jahamunro 8-gil, Jongro-gu, Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

CHOI, Bo-yun

82.70.4334.3792

bchoi12@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 7

DurATiOn
90min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 14m   Depth : 9m
Height : 7m

Bari, abandoned 
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Korean Breath 
SE:UM 

The Rhythm of Korea Embraces
the Music of the World

Based on the traditional rhythm of Korea, Korean 
Breath presents the improvisation of both jazz and 
traditional Korean music. It projects the traditional 
idea of ‘breath’ as a musical element. While 
retaining the existing improvisational aspect of the 
group, in Korean Breath, SE:UM attempts diverse 
variations with the refined composition and the 
musical texture.

SE:UM began life based on the idea that artists 
build the foundation for their own creative activities 
themselves, and has developed its own way toward 
artistic inspiration and manifestation. With a focus 
on music, SE:UM has expanded its boundaries of 
production by collaborating with film, photography 
and various media, and actively developed and 
presented diverse contents. Ultimately, SE:UM aims 
at pioneering a new genre through cross-genre 
creative collaboration. 
While busy presenting stage productions, SE:UM 
has also released three albums, and their self-titled 
debut album was nominated in two categories for 
the 2015 Korean Music Awards. 

4F 131-6, Chamoejeon-ro, Jung-gu, Incheon, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

YOO, Se-woom

82.70.7532.4325

seum@seum.or.krTOur SiZe
Performers : 5
Staff : 3

DurATiOn
40~70min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 5m   Depth : 4m
Height : 4m

Korean Breath 
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live in Saeng
KIM Hyoyoung

The mythological saenghwang is reborn into
modern sound 

Live in Saeng  begins with the awakening of a 
maiden in the heavens. The saenghwang, an 
instrument that links the past and present, is 
reborn through a motif of traditional Korean music 
that's given modern sensibility by blending it with a 
diverse range of instruments, resulting in a unique 
performance with a mythological backdrop. Live in 
Saeng reinterprets pieces that KIM Hyoyoung has 
performed in the National Gugak Center's Friday 
Gonggam Concert series, focusing mainly on Kim's 
compositions and improvisations as well as pieces 
from PARK, Gyeong-hun. The performance has 
received favorable reviews from Korean Cultural 
Centres in Shanghai, Paris, and Spain, and will 
be the opening performance for a Korean music 
festival in Germany this upcoming September. 
The piece will also be featured at the Hongcheon 
Marisori Festival in August, and at the Jeonju 
International Sori Festival and the Bukchon Nak-
Rak concert in October. 

A musician skilled in the saenghwang, piri, and 
taepyeongso, KIM Hyoyoung conducts yearly 
experimentations with original compositions and 
improvisations of the saenghwang, an instrument 
that's relatively new to the gugak spotlight. She also 
collaborates with musicians from other genres, 
and won Women News' 2013 Rising Female Artist 
Award as well as the 2015 KBS Gugak Award in 
the wind instrument category. In May and June, 
she was invited to perform at this year's Carrefour 
International, where she collaborated with artists 
from around the world. She will also debut five new 
pieces at the Sejong Chamber Hall in November. 

3F 43, Cheongpa-ro 47-gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, 
KOREA 140-133 

CONTACT INFO  

KIM, Seoung-joo

82.2.703.6599

pd@beondi.orgTOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
70min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth :8m
Height : 7m (adjustable)

Live in Saeng

PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

MuSiC
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Ordermade repertory
‘貪(Tahm: coveting)’

Lee Hee-moon Company

A place of new music and play that could exist neither
in tradition nor contemporaneity

Order-made Repertory Tam (貪) is the third project 
of Lee Hee-moon Company, which has gained 
attention for its rule breaking, idiosyncrasies, and 
reinterpretation of tradition, blending contemporary 
sensibilities with traditional Korean sounds. Tam 
(貪) in Korean means "to covet," and represents 
the company's exploration of genre integration, 
namely of traditional Korean sounds and western 
clubbing culture. Blurring the borders between 
traditional sounds and techno music, theater and 
club, and audience member and clubgoer, their 
attempt proposes a place of music and play that 
could exist neither in tradition nor contemporaneity 
by juxtaposing traditional elements and modern 
qualities. 

The Lee Hee-moon Company, led by Korean 
traditional lyrical storyteller, or sorikkun, LEE, 
Hee-moon, is made up of singers, musicians, 
and dancers from a variety of disciplines. Lee's 
performances attempt to create a hybrid of genres, 
taking the vast repertoire of folk songs, or minyo, of 
Gyeonggi-do as motif. Lee brings Korean traditional 
vocal music, which has been sidelined in the Korean 
art world, to the core, and mixes it with art forms of 
different kinds. The result is a distinctive sound that 
suggests to the audience a new way of appreciating 
vocal music.

201, 1237-9 gaepo4-dong kangnam-gu Seoul

CONTACT INFO  

SHIN, Jin-young

82.10.4022.2251

jinyoung.shin90@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 1

DurATiOn
70min.
(including intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 7.5m   Depth : 2.7m
Height : 1.35m

Ordermade Repertory ‘貪(Tahm: coveting)’

MuSiC
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

PArK Woo-jae
Geomungo extension

Performing Arts Consulting Group BEONDI 

The magical sound that challenges the notion of tradition
PARK Woo-jae Geomungo Extension

A geomungo, a traditional Korean six-stringed 
zither, had traditionally been a scholar’s instrument. 
While geomungo has not been welcomed in a 
contemporary orchestra/ensemble setting, PARK 
Woo-jae began to develop geomungo as a solo 
instrument.
PARK Woo-jae Geomungo Extension  is a piece 
that combines the traditional technique of using 
a suldae (a short bamboo stick) or hands, Park’s 
new technique of using a bow and of flipping the 
instrument, and a sound design that utilizes the 
performing space. Through the combination of 
Woo-jae's geomungo performance and the sound 
director KIM, Byoung-keuk’s sound design, the 
stereoscopic sound of both live performance and 
recorded music is conveyed to the audience.

BEONDI is a Korean traditional music management 
agency. The company directs performances and 
produces media products and publications of 
artists who engage in traditional music, world 
music, and music theatre genres. It also discovers 
talented artists and promotes them to domestic 
and international media and audiences. BEONDI 
received the Media Publication Award from KBS 
Korean Traditional Music Awards in 2013.

3F 43, Cheongpa-ro 47-gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, 
Korea 140-133

CONTACT INFO  

KIM, Na-rae

82.2.703.6599

pd@beondi.orgTOur SiZe
Performers : 1
Staff : 3

DurATiOn
20min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth : 8m
Height : 7m

PARK Woo-jae Geomungo Extension

MuSiC
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Passing of illusion
The NEQ

Contemporary music with a
Korean touch

The group's second album, Passing of Illusion , 
was released in October 2015, and contains nine 
tracks that incorporate modern interpretations 
of traditional sounds such as "Moolae-Taryung," 
"Heung-Taryung," and "Dal-Taryung," as well as 
original compositions based on poems by KIM, So-
wol and works of Sijo (traditional three-verse poem) 
by LEE, Jik. The album got The NEQ nominated for 
Best Crossover Performance and Best Crossover 
Album in the 13th Korean Music Awards. The 
band won the prize for Best Crossover Album , 
inspiringcritics to claim, "The NEQ's music has 
reached new levels of creativity by combining jazz 
with traditional music." 

The NEQ (Near East Quartet) was founded by a 
group of artists under the leadership of saxophonist 
SON, Sang-jae and guitarist CHUNG, Su-wuk, who 
have long endeavored to combine contemporary 
jazz with traditional Korean music. They have 
created a unique form of contemporary Korean 
music through improvisation.

TOur SiZe
Performers : 4
Staff : 3

DurATiOn
70min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 10m   Depth : 10m
Height : 1m 2F, #31, Bonab-ro Gapyeong-eup, Gapyeong-gun, 

Gyeonggi-do Korea 2412

CONTACT INFO  

PARK, Jeong-yeon

82.10.9317.6695

amadeus308@naver.com

Passing of Illusion

MuSiC
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TAn + eMOTiOn 
Tanemotion

The most joyful change of Korean traditional music, 
TANEMOTION

Tanemotion suggests new kinds of contemporary 
music through harmonizing Korean instruments 
and Western ones. Their music crosses jazz with 
pansori, the Sahara desert and Je-ju island. 

Program
• Sarang-i a-teut-teu-ni (What love looks like): The lyrics  
 are from a traditional Korean poem, which is perfectly  
 matched with Saenghwang in this song.  
• For Four : This song is a combination of scat and   
 pansori. Irish whistle and accordion also creates a   
 cheerful mood. 
• Nae-rye-onda (Possessed): This song is one of   
 Tanemotion's series inspired by gut, Korean shamanism  
 performance.
• Bu-jung-guri (Exorcism): One of the gut series also,   
 which express Korean shamanism in a modern   
 way. Both vocals and piano play simply but Tae-pyung- 
 so makes this song intense. 
• Pado (Wave): "Get together but come back alone". The  
 phrase is repeated and an Arab tune merges with 'Jeju  
 chilmeoridanggut' here.  
• Tanda-ta (Let's play): This song follows a traditional   
 Korean music style believed to get rid of evil and bring  
 fortune. 

Tanemotion is a Korean crossover band composed 
of six members with diverse instruments including 
Korean traditional ones. The band’s name 
Tanemotion means Tan+emotion, and “Tan” is a 
Korean phrase similar to “play” yet especially used 
in playing traditional strings. 
This name represents a musical goal of the band 
that they want to Tan (play) people’s emotion like 
Taning (playing) strings. Tanemotion has a great 
sense of creating pop music based on Korean 
traditional one. They interpret tradition wittily with 
unique tune and cheerful lyrics. Since 2010, they 
have performed on diverse stages including rock 
and jazz festivals to distribute Korean music.

#102 B1 154-23 DongGyo-Dong Mapo-Gu,
Seoul ,Korea

CONTACT INFO  

LIM, Dae-jin

82.10.9005.2677

tanemotionband@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 6
Staff : 3

DurATiOn
50min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
(adjustable)

TAN + EMOTION 

PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

MuSiC
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

The Most Beautiful Connection
Kyung So Park

A beautiful experience that connects the performer with 
sounds, surrounding spaces, and the audience.  

The Most Beautiful Connection is a performance 
of gayageum (traditional Korean zither) music led 
by Kyung So Park. The performers concentrate 
on the exchange of energy between themselves, 
their performance, the space, air, and light that 
surrounds them, the audience, and silence, 
attempting to connect all these elements through 
music. They offer the audience a multi-dimensional 
experience rather than a simple concert. 

Kyung So Park is a contemporary composer 
and performer (improviser) of the gayageum 
who freely crosses or breaks down the borders 
between traditional and contemporary music. 
Since her debut as a soloist in 2008, Park has been 
endeavoring to contemporize the deep-rooted 
tradition of the gayageum. She has released two 
regular albums, including The Most Beautiful 
Connection (2015), and two single albums, including 
Be My Neighbor (2014), as well as two EPs.

707ho, 201Dong, 499, Mangwon-dong, Mapo-gu, 
Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

AN, Sang-wook

82.10.9545.3658

contact@planktonmusic.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 2
Staff : 1~3

DurATiOn
60min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 12m   Depth : 14m
Height : 5m

The Most Beautiful Connection

MuSiC
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

MulTiDiSCiPlinAry

5Colors
People On Stage

Imaginative expression!
Here comes a special performance. 

The theme is based on Korea's traditional five 
colors, with a street dance for each of the five 
unique colors of beauty. The piece incorporates 
dynamic movements, music, and video technology.
It gives the sense of the modern sense and exhibits 
harmony between the traditional and the modern in 
a new light.

We are a group of artists that has teamed up with 
astreet dancer, choreographer, and director as well 
as visual artists of all types.
We strive to release and enjoy pleasant vibes and 
to connect with the public through such positive 
energy that comes from the arts. We endeavor 
to create that art that challenges or breaks 
conventional forms.

19-17, Dongho-ro 24-gil, jung-gu, seoul, korea

CONTACT INFO  

PARK, Ji-hoon

82.2.2272.1917

stylecrew@hanmail.net TOur SiZe
Performers : 13
Staff : 6

DurATiOn
50min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 12m   Depth : 10m
Height : 7m

5Colors
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Bad impulse
Theatre Momggol

Ceaseless Impulse and Desire,
Derived from Strong Physical Movement

Physical theater with dynamic movement, 
expressive of the human to revolt against society. 
Trembling bodies, boiling desire, a large pendulum, 
and a ladder intensify each scene's dramatic 
tension. The play presents a confrontation between 
two movements: one is ladder that keeps its 
center of gravity to stabilize itself, and the other 
is a human trying to maintain balance without 
trembling. Awakening the senses of the audience 
through music and movement, it converts the inner 
emotions of everyday life into dramatic extremes. 

Theatre Momggol delves into the language of 
the unknown by calling upon and triggering 
the alienated arts. The company seeks to raise 
controversial questions against definitions that we 
have forgotten, and the righteousness that we have 
chosen to abandon. 
Theatre Momggol is collaborating with affiliated 
groups Ggol Culture (production crew) and the Ggol 
Imagination School (arts education and community 
work) on a diverse range of projects.

TOur SiZe
Performers : 5
Staff : 6

DurATiOn
50min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 20m   Depth : 20m
Height : 10m 54-46 3F, Mullae-dong 3-ga, Yeongdeungpo-gu, 

Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

YIM, Hyun-jin

82.2.2636.4861

theatre_momggol@naver.com

Bad Impulse

MulTiDiSCiPlinAry
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Order-made repertory ZAP 
Lee Hee-moon Company 

Crowded and strange, therefore this song exists!

Zapga (folk songs) is a subcategory of Korean 
traditional vocal music. Sung by professional 
sorikkun, Zapga was a popular music form during 
the Joseon era. The twelve total pieces that have 
survived until today are called The Twelve Zapga. 
“Zap” literally means “miscellaneous or crude.” 
In contradiction to its definition, however, the 
performance of Zapga requires highly skilled 
vocalists, a fact that this genre of music, situated 
on the lowest rung in the past, has become so 
unapproachable. 
LEE, Hee-moon and his colleagues gathered 
together, believing that the combination of each 
member’s unique personality would enrich the 
meaning of the deprecated word “Zap.” Their goal 
was to examine the artistry of Zapga, and through 
their performance of the lyrics and story to share 
the unique beauty and pleasure of Zapga with their 
audiences.

The Lee Hee-moon Company, led by the Korean 
traditional lyrical storyteller 'sorikkun' LEE, 
Hee-moon, is comprised of singers, musicians 
and dancers from a variety of disciplines. Lee’s 
performances consist of a hybrid of genres, 
taking the vast repertoire of folk songs (minyo) of 
the Gyeonggi area as a motif. He brings Korean 
traditional vocal music, which has been sidelined in 
the Korean art world, to the center stage and mixes 
it with art forms of different qualities. The result is 
a distinctive sound that suggests to the audience a 
new way of appreciating vocal music.

201, 24, Nonhyeon-ro 20-gil, Gangnam-gu,
Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

SHIN, Jin-young

82.10.4022.2251

jinyoung.shin90@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 8
Staff : 5

DurATiOn
90min.
(including intermission 10 min.)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 11m   Depth : 10m
Height : 6m

Order-made Repertory ZAP 

MulTiDiSCiPlinAry
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Twilight Zone 
MARO

Digital techné embodied in Korean indigenous séance art,
kut, along with Miyeoji-Baengdi , performance of neo-
shamanism

People are more connected, yet more alone in this 
digital society. The Korean 'Kut' – an old Shamanic 
ritual still in effective use is one such communal 
gathering and healing. Miyeoji-Baengdi is the 
space in-between the spiritual and material world 
in Jeju-Ku in which conceptually analogous to the 
virtual world: where is there but untouchable. The 
piece ‘Twilight Zone’ is inspired by this interesting 
resemblance. Through the virtual lights lit by 
shaman rituals, six Kut performers interact with a 
master shaman take us to a new world where the 
spiritual artistry of Kut is embraced in the digital-
techné to heal sorrows and boost joys of our souls.

An innovative traditional Korean performance 
group based in Jeju Island dedicated to fostering 
national artistic traditions and local folk culture 
through dance, song, and percussion, interwoven 
with elements of mythology, shamanism and 
rituals. The members of MARO have been living 
together and continuously having performances 
and educational activities since 2000. They are 
creating high quality works that their teamwork 
stands out, including a wide variety of genres by 
multi-talented members. Since 2013, MARO has 
fused traditional and contemporary performance 
styles into their production, earning them the 
reputation as one of Korea’s premier traditional 
arts troupes. Most notably in 2015, awarded the 
best prize in OPENSTAGE by New York Cultural 
Center, nominated three parts of Darkchat Award in 
Edfringe.

TOur SiZe
Performers : 6~8
Staff : 3

DurATiOn
60min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 8m   Depth : 6m
Height : 4m 668, Yeonbuk-ro, Jeju-si, Jeju-do, Korea (690-824)

CONTACT INFO  

SONG, Joo-yeon 

82.64.722.0129

kpadmaro00@gmail.com

Twilight Zone 

MulTiDiSCiPlinAry
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

no longer Gagok: room5↻ 
박박parkpark 

The viewing of Room5↻ is an introspective one through the 
experience of gagok

No Longer Gagok: room 5↻  is composed for a full 
sensory experience of gagok, Korean traditional 
lyric song which was popular in the salons in the 
18th century. Translating its musical structure 
into a spatial form, the position of each room, the 
performance is conceived as one person theatre 
working to resonate and work deep inside each 
listener. The position and texture of voice heard 
from each room is the interpretation of gagok by 
박박parkpark. This spatial apparatus shows the 
inherent musical qualities of gagok and its intimate 
language, revealing how the genre is strongly 
founded in poetry. The second piece of the No 
Longer Gagok series after Four Nights, Room 5↻ ’s 
composition is completed through the audience’s 
act of viewing.

박박parkpark, led by artist PARK, Min-hee who has 
been working on rearranging traditional culture 
inside the contemporary context, explores the voices 
where a certain locality remains, as in Korean 
traditional lyrical poems and music: gagok, gasa or 
shijo. Its ongoing conclusions are presented in the 
performances. Investigating both inside and outside 
the musical forms that have been containing voices, 
박박parkpark’s performances are composed in a 
way that they can construct a form within which the 
audience, stage and actors/performers can all be 
interpreted. Their works Four Nights and Room5↻  
show the ways of doing gagok explored by PARK 
Minhee. 

3F, 339-17 Yeonhee-dong Seodaemun-gu, Seoul 
Korea 120830

CONTACT INFO  

LEE, Kyung-hoo

82.10.7586.1207

parkparkvoice@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 6
Staff : 2

DurATiOn
28 (for audience) /120 (for performers) min. 
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 2m   Depth : 2m
Height : 2.8m

No Longer Gagok: room5↻ 

MulTiDiSCiPlinAry
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

Things that remember 
Creative Group NONI 

Things that Remember

Memory of Space / Things that Remember
Each object cherishes condensed stories about the 
memory of space. The audience will actively explore 
the space with the provided map to find the objects 
and hear or see the stories. As the train blows the 
horn at certain times, as the clock moves, as the 
giant machines go round and round, all the objects 
make their own sound or movement, bodies that 
appear when the objects make sound or movement 
draw the memory of the present time instead of 
the past by connecting and expanding the space of 
scattered dots.

Creative Group NONI is a group of young artists 
from various artistic fields. Founded in 2006, 
today it runs seven co-created repertories to thrill 
audiences in a wide range of artistic activities. 
Within the group, independent units of music, 
Korean traditional performance and visual art work 
alone and together to promote its original style. In 
2015, NONI has originally created pieces including 
역:Station:驛, Things that Remember, Kinetic 
Theater, Gok.Do.Got, The TEMPest 2013 : Do. You 
Hear Me, Play of Tiger + Monkey, MonKey D'dance, 
Chaotic Twins, Playing Wind, and Ignis Fatus燐: 
Rin, Kkok-Du. Ever since their premieres, they have 
been constantly encouraging their audiences to 
grow and evolve. 

B1, 341-47, Imun 1-dong, Dongdaemun-gu,
Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

KIM, Kyung-hee

82.10.6213.3566

cgnoni@naver.com TOur SiZe
Performers : 10
Staff : 4

DurATiOn
50min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
(site-specific)

Things that Remember 

MulTiDiSCiPlinAry
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PROJECT 
INTRODUCTION

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION

yuyongmuyongron
(Theory of useful Dance)

CHOI, EunJin

Can a silent, stationary dance reach social praxis? 
By focusing on the possibilities of a flustered body 
facing such a question, Yuyongmuyongron [Theory 
of Useful Dance]  seeks clues to the sustenance 
of artistic activity. CHOI, EunJin captures and 
accumulates the moments in which the body, 
unable to be accepted by the conventional 
pragmatism, slips away from a clear and practical 
purpose. During the 45-minute performance, the 
audience witness the process in which the body 
gives rise to the ironical dance from friction and 
conflict. Selected and sponsored by YAC of LIG 
Cultural Foundation in 2014, the premiere received 
a positive response.

CHOI, EunJin attempts to find a diverse perspective 
on the body by extending the boundaries of 
choreography and dance. In 2014, her work 
Decoding Movement  that was funded by ARCO’s 
Emerging Interdisciplinary Artist was invited 
to Festival:Bom and in 2015 she showcased a 
collaborative piece Self-generative Theatre, an 
extension of Decoding Movement, at the Random 
Access Exhibition of Nam June Paik Art Center. She 
is continuing her practice, which incorporates a 
variety of choreographic and dance methodologies 
in National Theatre Wales summer camp and New 
York Movement Research residency/exchange 
program.

3rd floor, 22-2, Duteopbawi-ro 69-gil, Yongsan-gu, 
Seoul, Korea

CONTACT INFO  

CHOI, EunJin

82.10.2600.2393

eunjingoya@gmail.comTOur SiZe
Performers : 3
Staff : 1

DurATiOn
45min.
(No intermission)

STAGe SiZe 
Width : 9m
Depth : 9m

Yuyongmuyongron (Theory of Useful Dance)

A Persistent Research on the Artist's Body

MulTiDiSCiPlinAry
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